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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

While social movement studies have long focused on the formation
and dynamics of social movement coalitions and “boundary spanning’, much less attention has been paid to why and how social
movement alliances break down and dissolve. Expanding theoretical reﬂections on the ‘dark side of digital politics’, the current paper
bridges critical Internet research and research on movement coalitions and explores how subversive digital media practices deepened existing conﬂicts within the Indignados movement.
Drawing on qualitative content analysis of activists’ texts, I outline
the speciﬁc digital practices that fuelled the unmaking of the movement: trolling discussions, creating fake proﬁles in order to inﬁltrate
closed groups, hijacking social media accounts, and manipulating
voting systems. On a more general level, the paper analyses also
how conﬂicts between activists have been aﬀected by the possibility to capture and ‘save’ internal discussions and to disseminate
snippets of them with the help of screenshots. The use of screenshots as instruments of proof, persuasion and manipulation has
become a crucial and often underestimated subversive digital practice in contemporary activism. At the same time, I ﬁnd that activists
have developed strategies to cope with digital subversion and to ﬁx
broken connections in the name of new political projects, such as
Podemos. Thus, the paper argues ﬁrst, that technology is political
and can be used to dissolve alliances and construct boundaries,
and second, that the very notion of the ‘political’ should be
enriched to go beyond the friend-enemy distinction and take into
account forgiveness and compromise.
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Introduction: making and breaking alliances
The paper explores the process of breaking alliances in the aftermath of the Spanish
Indignados protests, known also as the 15-M movement1, as a mediated process, in which
diﬀerent media practices give expression to, channel, and fuel existing diﬀerences
between activist groups within the same movement. In this sense, the paper contributes
both to critical Internet research and to research on social movement coalitions. The
analysis focuses on a so far neglected case of splits and conspiracy theories among the
Indignados – the most techno-optimistic and techno-political movement of the Southern
European protest wave (Treré, Jeppesen, & Mattoni, 2017).
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A famous slogan of the Indignados stated ‘No somos ni de izquierdas ni de derechas,
somos los de abajo y vamos a por los de arriba’ [‘We are neither from the left nor from the
right, we are those from the bottom and we go after those at the top’2]. The Indignados
often refused to deﬁne themselves as left or right-wing, but their ideological background
still exhibited clear traits of the non-institutionalized left (Díez García, 2014, p. 210). At
the same time, some radical right neo-Falangist activists spoke in support of the
movement.3 Once the multitude that had come together as a necessarily heterogeneous
and ephemeral subject started to unravel (Gueorguieva, 2017), diﬀerent digital media
practices (Mattoni, 2012, 2017) proved to be instrumental in severing ties between
ideological groups. Among the speciﬁc digital practices that fuelled the unmaking of
the movement were: trolling discussions, creating fake proﬁles in order to inﬁltrate closed
groups, hijacking social media accounts, and manipulating voting systems. On a more
general level, the paper analyses how conﬂicts between activists have been aﬀected by the
possibility to capture and ‘save’ internal discussions and to disseminate snippets of them
with the help of screenshots. The use of screenshots as instruments of proof, persuasion
and manipulation has become a crucial and often underestimated digital practice in
contemporary activism. All in all, the paper oﬀers a novel perspective to the dynamic
process of ‘unravelling’ and breaking up of movement coalitions that has so far remained
understudied, both in this concrete empirical case and in more general theoretical terms.
Critical internet research: the dark side of digital politics
In recent years, a growing body of literature has studied the digital practices of social
movements. Research has focused on the way digital media help solve the collective
action problem and facilitate social movements’ mobilization (Bailón, Borge-Holthoefer,
& Moreno, 2013; Bennett & Segerberg, 2012; Shirky, 2008), enhance the narrative
capacities of social movements (Tufekci, 2017), help produce and maintain collective
identities (Gerbaudo, 2015; Gerbaudo & Treré, 2015; Kavada, 2015; Mattoni, 2009) and
facilitate democratic deepening and preﬁguration (Della Porta, 2013). Moving to a more
holistic and ecological approach, scholars have also focused on the way activists navigate
between diﬀerent media technologies, organizations and outlets in their day-to-day
media practices (Mattoni, 2012, 2017; Treré & Mattoni, 2016). Finally, a prominent
techno-utopian current of research has explored how the Net transcends being a mere
tool and becomes a model of organization that favours horizontality and inclusivity
(Benkler, 2006; Benkler et al., 2013; Hardt & Negri, 2004).
At the same time, after the ﬁrst years of optimism regarding the transformative
potential of digital media for social movements, a more critical strand of research on
digital media practices and political mobilization has started making its way (Dencik &
Leistert, 2015). To begin with, contrary to initial expectations that digital media might
prove to be the ‘panacea’ of collective action, ‘[. . .] in most cases, protest remains placebased and still relies to a very important amount on pre-existing and face-to-face social
networks’ (Haunss, 2015, p. 28).
In addition, despite the ‘revolutionary’ rhetoric of social media that claim to promote
sharing and participation, multiple authors have emphasized that social media such as
Facebook and Twitter are in fact corporate actors that have increasingly privatized ‘public
space’ and human sociability (Andrejevic, 2011; Couldry, 2014; Fuster Morell, 2011;
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Klinger & Svensson, 2018) and have engaged in new types of censorship and private
regulation (Hintz, 2015).
What is more, despite their rhetoric of leaderlessness and rhizomatic ‘networked’
participation, the movements of the squares (Arab Spring, Occupy, etc.) were often
marked by non-democratic concentration of power in the hands of few informal leaders
who shaped protests through what has been termed ‘protest choreography’ (Gerbaudo,
2012). The rapid scaling up of movements such as Occupy, facilitated by digital media,
allowed them to assemble huge crowds, signal to power and frame their messages in the
face of mass-media indiﬀerence and political pressure. But it also meant these movements had little organizational structure, electoral or institutional capacity (Tufekci,
2017, p. 214–216).
As can be seen, critical Internet research has addressed a variety of problematic aspects
of the use of digital media for social mobilization. Still, only a few authors so far have
analyzed the role of digital media in internal struggles and the dissolution of social
movements.
A notable exception in this respect has been recent research on the ‘dark side of digital
politics’ that has revealed the dangers of state inﬁltration and expropriation of data,
surveillance of activists on social media, and the constant possibility of technology
malfunctioning (Treré, 2015, 2016). The analysis of the Mexico’s #YoSoy132 movement
has revealed that the use of social media by protesters is connected not only to increased
reach and eﬃcacy, but also to vulnerability, discord and conﬂict among diﬀerent groups
of activists (Treré, 2015, 2016). Yet, these ﬁndings have not yet been translated to other
contexts and their applicability to other protests remains to be shown. This is precisely
what the current paper aims to do, while focusing speciﬁcally on the process of dissolution of social movement coalitions.
Research on social movement coalitions: focusing on the positive, neglecting the
negative dynamics
The dissolution of social movement alliances and the unravelling of internal conﬂicts
have been scarcely addressed in the otherwise rich literature on the formation,
structure and dynamics of social movement coalitions (Diani & Bison, 2004;
Hathaway & Meyer, 1993; Staggenborg, 1986; Van Dyke & Amos, 2017; Van Dyke
& McCammon, 2010; Zajak, 2017, 2018) and on ‘boundary spanning’ (Wang, Piazza,
& Soule, 2018). With the exception of few recent studies analysing ruptures and
tensions within the Spanish Anarchist Movement (Romanos, 2011), the US anti-war
movement (Heaney & Rojas, 2007), the European animal rights movement
(Weisskircher, 2019) and the US Christian Conservative Movement (Rohlinger &
Quadagno, 2009), most social movement scholars have focused on factors that contribute to the creation and longevity of coalitions (Hathaway & Meyer, 1993;
Staggenborg, 1986; Van Dyke & Amos, 2017) rather than on factors that lead to the
dissolution of coalitions. In addition, while it has been well acknowledged that
‘evolving technology has made imperative the study of information systems and
their inﬂuence on coalition formation and dynamics’ (Van Dyke & Amos, 2017,
p. 11), research on the role of digital communications for the breaking of alliances
and cooperation is still pending.
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Consequently, I aim to bridge critical Internet research and research on movement
coalitions and explore how the subversive use of digital technologies deepened existing
conﬂicts between diﬀerent groups of activists in the anti-austerity Indignados movement.

Research questions
The Indignados movement traces back its roots to diverse mobilizations, including the
Plataforma de Afectados por la Hipoteca [Platform for People Aﬀected by Mortgages],
free and open source software activism, the student mobilization Juventud Sin Futuro
[Youth without a Future], and the Plataforma Democracia Real Ya [Platform Real
Democracy Now], among others (Fuster Morell, 2012; Rone, 2018; Treré, 2019). These
diverse groups converged in the big protests from May 2011 that ultimately led to the
occupation of Puerta del Sol in Madrid, inspired multiple other occupations of squares
across the country, and attracted hundreds of thousands of supporters. In the aftermath
of the occupation, activists continued their work in neighbourhood assemblies, various
types of techno-political actions (Rone, 2017), and diﬀerent ‘mareas’ [tides] dealing with
issues such as healthcare, education, housing, Internet freedom, thus ‘allowing for the
peak of protest to persist until late 2013, when institutionalisation took over’ (Portos
García, 2016). Eventually, a number of diﬀerent parties were formed building on the
‘legacy’ of the movement, including Partido X, Ganemos, and Podemos, most of which
can be seen as belonging to an emergent ‘techno-populist’ party family (Bickerton &
Accetti, 2018).
In its initial days and reﬂecting its broad origins, the Indignados movement was
explicitly inclusive and claimed to go beyond classic distinctions between left-wing and
right-wing. The Indignados rejected the two main parties in Spain – the right-wing
Partido Popular (PP) and the centre-left Partido Socialista Obrero (PSOE) – and coined
a common name for them – PPSOE – to designate them as part of the same ‘establishment’. Nevertheless, with time, old ideological divides started to re-emerge among the
Indignados and processes of coalition dissolution, transformation and institutionalisation of diﬀerent parts of the movement started taking place. Already in 2012, a group of
activists from the Platform Democracia Real Ya, a key initial organization that fuelled the
Indignados movement, tried to transform the horizontal platform into a legally recognized Association, creating massive conﬂicts on the way. While the splinter Association
claimed to be ‘non-party, non-syndicate, non-violent and non-proﬁt’4, its creators were
accused of being close to the right-wing Partido Popular or even the far right neofalangist movement5. In the current paper I analyse some of the conﬂicts around the
creation of the Association and later on, the creation of Podemos.
I pose two main research questions. First, in what ways have digital media practices
contributed to the process of breaking alliances in the Indignados movement? Second,
and more generally, how has activists’ loss of control over the fate of their own statements
(whether they get archived or lost, who shares them online, etc.) inﬂuenced the process of
breaking alliances and the possibility of their remaking?
The focus on the Indignados movement adds a new and unusual perspective to an
empirical case that has been fruitfully researched both as a stand-alone case and in
comparison with other protests. A wide variety of questions have been explored with
regard to the Indignados movement: from the role of historical traditions and previous
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mobilizations for mobilization success (Díez García, 2017; Flesher Fomniya, 2015) to the
role of digital media in creating an alternative public sphere (Sampedro & Martinez
Avidad, 2018), the dynamics of protest cycles (Portos García, 2016) and potential factors
for successful frame and protest diﬀusion between countries (Baumgarten & Díez García,
2017; Castañeda, 2012; Romanos, 2016). And yet, while the existence of tensions and
conﬂict within the Indignados movement and its oﬀshoots has been acknowledged
(Baumgarten & Díez García, 2017, p. 262), it has not yet become an object of academic
attention. This is another reason why the current paper oﬀers a timely contribution to
both current theoretical debates and to the empirical knowledge on one of the major
protests in the cycle of contention following the ﬁnancial crisis (Della Porta et al., 2017;
Gerbaudo, 2017).
The Indignados are a particularly interesting case also because Spanish activists, in
comparison with Greek or Italian ones, have been especially enthusiastic and optimistic
about digital media’s potential to bring about positive political change (Rone, 2017; Treré
et al., 2017). Thus, exploring the often ‘Machiavellian’ and disruptive uses of digital
media for breaking coalitions in the case of Indignados goes against both the selfperception of the majority of activists and their digital imaginaries and against the
majority of the literature on largely ‘constructive’ uses of digital media in protest
(Anduiza, Cristancho, & Sabucedo, 2014; Bailón et al., 2013; Postill, 2014; Sampedro &
Martinez Avidad, 2018; Treré, 2019).
In the next section, I present my empirical material and methods. Next, I discuss
concrete examples of subversive media practices that I have identiﬁed on the basis of my
analysis. Reﬂecting on the nature of my empirical material, I also discuss on a more
general level the subversive use of screenshots by activists and the challenges it poses to
alliance maintenance. In the last section of the paper, I summarize the answers to my
research questions and discuss how the broader transformations of remembering and
forgetting online aﬀect our understanding of the political as such.

A qualitative analysis of activists’ conspiracies: materials and methods
I trace the process of splitting of the Indignados movement by analysing two sets of texts
about conspiracies within the movement. First, I analyse a series of blog posts under the
common title #InformeADRY6 that were published anonymously in January 2013. The
posts recount how a diverse group of activists planned to transform the horizontal
informal Platform Democracia Real Ya into a legally registered Association
Democracia Real Ya (ADRY)7. Ultimately, the Association did split from the Platform
and hijacked several of the Platform’s social media accounts in the process. The anonymous author(s) of the blog accused pro-Association activists of wanting to introduce
‘vertical’ structures in an ultimately ‘horizontal’ movement and of having ideological
connections with the radical right neo-Falangist movement8.
The blog posts of #InformeAdry span over more than 60 pages printed text and are
clearly written by supporters of the Platform strongly opposed to the pro-Association
group. Far from being ‘objective’, the text is an important activist document that allows
us to examine activists’ discourse around real existing ruptures in the movement.9
Second, I analyse a 2014 thread on the Plaza Podemos space on Reddit10, started by an
anonymous user with the nick name Robespierre2014. Robespierre2014 starts the thread
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in order to discredit the activist Víctor García who proposed the highly successful
organizational draft Profundización Democrática [Democratic Deepening] in response
to a call by Podemos for ideas how to structure the newly found party11 . Robespierre2014
referred to the #Informe ADRY blog series and claimed that Víctor García had been part
of the activists who split and created the Association Democracia Real Ya. What is more,
Robespierre2014 claimed that Víctor García tricked Reddit to up-vote his organizational
draft for Podemos. García himself intervened in the Reddit debate and oﬀered a summary
of his activist’ pursuits, mistakes, and hopes receiving support from other commentators.
In both discussions on conspiracies, we see not merely ‘reports’ on plotting and
manipulating, but on a second level, also acts of plotting and manipulation themselves
that ‘expose’ traitors and engage activists in discussions on the fate of the movement in
a highly partial and biased way. Indeed, an activist posting a screenshot from a secret
Facebook group in a blog post oﬀers a very diﬀerent type of empirical material to analyse
in comparison to an activist posting oﬃcial manifestos, images, or even memes. I have
taken into account this speciﬁcity of my empirical material, its form and intentions and
have analysed not only the content of the texts but also the digital media practices
involved in their production.
I analysed the two discussions on conspiracies using conventional qualitative content
analysis (Drisko & Maschi, 2016; Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). I started by copying all the
blog posts and thread comments analysed into two separate ﬁles and coded the texts
searching for mentions of subversive uses of digital media, i.e. uses that lead to the
breaking up of the movement. I used open-coding (Drisko & Maschi, 2016, p. 102–105)
in order to inductively come up with the categories I present narratively in the next
session. The ﬁrst four categories of subversive media practices I discuss (trolling discussions, creating fake proﬁles in order to inﬁltrate closed groups, hijacking social media
accounts, and manipulating voting systems) have been pointed out by activists themselves. Reﬂecting on the nature of my materials that draw heavily on ‘screenshot
evidence’, I inductively introduced an additional ﬁfth category of subversive media
use – the use of screenshots from closed groups’ conversations in unintended contexts
such as other online platforms. Thus, my qualitative content analysis takes into account
not only the content of the texts – what they describe – but also the digital media
practices used in their production – how they were compiled, namely with the use of
screenshots. Finally, I translated into English all ﬁnal codes and all quotes that I present
in this text.

The ‘machiavellian’ use of digital media in breaking alliances
“Es necesario ser un gran simulador y disimulador: y los hombres son tan simples y se someten
hasta tal punto a las necesidades presentes que el que engaña encontrará siempre quien se deje
engañar”. Maquiavelo (El Príncipe)
[“It is necessary to know how to conceal this characteristic well, and to be a great pretender and
dissembler. Men are so simple, and so subject to prone to be won over by necessities, that
a deceiver will always ﬁnd someone who is willing to be deceived.” Machiavelli (The Prince)]

The anonymous #InformeAdry blog posts on the split of Democracia Real Ya start with
the above quoted reference to Machiavelli. This might come across as a bit exaggerated in
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the beginning but seems more and more appropriate as one ploughs through numerous
pieces of ‘screenshot’ evidence of plans to steer the movement in the direction of
Association, with or without consent of the movement base. The role of digital media
practices in plotting and favouring particular political visions over others is also a topic in
the Reddit thread started by the user Robespierre2014. In the following paragraphs
I outline several of the subversive uses of digital media that can be identiﬁed in the
analyzed bodies of text.
‘Trolling’ discussions in order to create a sense of impasse
One of the ﬁrst strategies described in the report was the persistent trolling of all
organizational discussions online, especially those on Facebook. According to
#InformeAdry, written by authors who supported the Platform and opposed the
Association, the proponents of the Association used the practice of trolling to create
a sense of ineﬃciency of the horizontal structures and suggest that this ineﬃciency can be
overcome only by creating a more vertical Association. The blog claimed that the goal of
the ‘enemy within’ was to 1) create a false dilemma, i.e. either a horizontal ineﬃcient
organization or a vertical eﬃcient one 2) to demonize particular sections of the movement that were fond of more horizontal structures12.
Trolling becomes a particularly acute problem in the environment of informal political discussions when the mechanisms to sanction trolling behaviour are less clear and
can give rise to accusations of censorship. It is interesting to note that the presence of
trolls spoiling online constructive discussions has also plagued the German Pirate Party
that could not ﬁgure out how to combine its politics of openness and inclusion of
diﬀerent opinions, on the one hand, and curbing deliberate trolling, on the other
hand.13 The widespread (and enthusiastic) use by the Indignados of Facebook groups
and other online platforms for discussion (as complementary spaces to the physical
encampments, and then, of local assemblies) made them important targets of trolls,
who proliferated and seeded doubts about the eﬃciency of horizontal structures.
The creation of fake proﬁles
The creation of fake proﬁles on Facebook was also pointed out as a strategy for
manipulating the movement, creating discord between fractions and hedging against
its eﬀects. The ﬁrst type of fake proﬁles were those created to support the positions of the
pro-Association group and create the impression that particular opinions dominate, thus
inﬂuencing conversations and steering them in the desired direction. The second type of
fake proﬁles were those that dissimulated and pretended to agree with the ‘enemy’ camp
in order to establish connections, get useful information or serve as a ‘Trojan horse’. In
case the creator of the fake proﬁle got expelled from a particular group, the fake proﬁle
with faked ideological believes would stay inside and observe the workings of the group.
Thus, for example, the user Pablo E. Dry (a pseudonym) created the fake proﬁle ‘Laura
Canill’ who is an ‘activist of the extreme left, anti-globalization and anti-system. In her
stellar appearances in the groups, her discourse will be identical to the discourse of Pilar
Gayoso, Beatriz, Alex, etc.’ Pablo E. Dry claimed that she would be ‘a user I will use to get
closer to them and apart from this we will introduce it on top of the page of DRY next
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week’. Pablo E. Dry even suggested that he can pass the password of ‘Laura Canill’ to
other of his collaborators so that diﬀerent people can impersonate the proﬁle. Laura
Canill’s ﬁrst words in the thread were ‘Fucking Liberals . . . Fascisits’ – a mockery of leftwing anarchists, which provoked the laughter of the collaborators.14
The fake Facebook proﬁle in this case was a way for right-wing activists to get closer to
left-wing activists and ﬁgure out what their plans and opinions were. For the dissimulation strategy to work, the fake proﬁle had to avoid sending friendship invitations to
known right-wing members of the Platform DRY in order not to raise suspicions. As
Pablo E. Dry shared, he planned to ask for a permission to join the group ‘Cajón
Desastre’, which ‘has become a kind of pseudo-Bolshevik trench of clear intellectual
poverty’. ‘Once I am admitted, I will give likes to all extremist colleagues and will
intervene a bit by bit until they send a friendship invitation and all that’.15
The strategy turned out to be so successful that some of the pro-Association users
started arguing with Laura Canill without knowing that she was created by one of them,
i.e. that she was ‘a Trojan horse’. For example, the user Jesus De La Cruz complained
‘fuck, well I am discussing . . . believing that she was a real person’.16
In an online discussion when the main way to judge people is by their statements and
discourses, fake proﬁles proliferate and multiply men power, whenever it is scarce. They
carry out important missions such as dissimulating, inﬁltrating and extracting information. Nevertheless, fake proﬁles are just a symptom and a way of coping with already
existing political diﬀerences within the movement. In this sense, digital media practices
do not cause or create conﬂicts but exacerbate them and facilitate their unfolding.
Hijacking social media accounts, registering domains
One of the most dramatic episodes related to the split of the Association DRY from the
Platform DRY had to do with the ‘hijacking’ of the Facebook account of the Platform and
the attempted hijacking of a shared Twitter account. According to #InformeAdry, the
attack on the ‘tools for diﬀusion’ took various forms.
To begin with, the secret ‘collaborators’ led by Pablo E. Dry tried to get hold of the
Twitter password but the original administrators refused to share it, which lead one of the
collaborators to exclaim in desperation ‘well then, the only thing left for us is a good
hacker’.17 After rejecting the idea of using hacking, they entertained the possibility of
‘verifying’ the Twitter account and in the process getting hold of it. Nevertheless, there
were already strong suspicions with regard to the group’s intentions, so it became
impossible for them to get the Twitter password. The account @democraciarealya
remained in the hands of the Platform.
The situation developed diﬀerently when it comes to the Facebook account. The
supporters of the Association insisted on the necessity to have democratic elections in
order to choose who has the right to the password of the Facebook account. According to
the #ADRY report, the Facebook account was held in common, i.e. it was used by
numerous users without any problem. What the proponents of the Association wanted,
however, was to get exclusive possession of the password.18
Ultimately, the pro-Association group managed to get ‘democratic’ elections for the
administrators of the fan page in a group known as Group D. The administrators of
Group D stopped accepting new members before the election in order to prevent the rest
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of the Platform to vote. Ultimately, eight administrators were chosen, six of whom
supported the Association. On the 17th of April (a week before an assembly announced
without consensus and whose goal was to declare the creation of the Association),
Ruyman Martín, one of the pro-Association administrators threw out the other administrators and secured that the fan page with 450,000 fans would remain in the hands of
pro-Association activists.19
Interestingly, he excused his actions with the claim that the situation within DRY had
become unsupportable ‘with insults, trolling and internal struggles’. In fact, Ruyman
Martín claimed that it was the Twitter page that was ‘hijacked’ by a dangerous faction,
which left him nothing but ‘dismissing all other administrators of the Facebook page and
remaining alone’. Thus, both sides saw each other with distrust along ideological lines.
Apart from appropriating social media accounts, the ‘collaborators’ also started opening mail accounts with the domain democraciarealya.org that the activist Miguel Yarza
had already bought in May 2011.20 The virtual presence of DRY became a battleﬁeld
between diﬀerent fractions each of which had a diﬀerent plan for the future of the
movement.
The whole debate raises interesting questions, such as how to decide who can have the
password for a collective account? Should it be based on merit, on elections, on ‘ﬁrst come
ﬁrst served’ basis? What uses of the account were permitted and who decided that? The
usual informal handling of such questions opens multiple opportunities for concentration
of power and the promotion of views that are not representative of the group as a whole.
In addition, what the ‘battle for passwords’ in the Platform DRY shows is that the
possession of social media accounts and domains is crucial not only in order to inﬂuence
discourse online but also to inﬂuence mainstream media coverage. The manipulation of
digital media cannot be separated from a wider media strategy that the pro-Association
activists were explicitly pursuing. One of the sympathizers of the pro-Association group
Susana Urrutia had journalistic experience and emphasized that the Association
Democracia Real Ya had to ﬁght to become the leading reference for the movement of
the squares in Spain. Establishing the Association in April before the 12th of May
commemoration of the 2011 15M protests was a well-planned move. The Association
in possession of social media accounts and mails of the democraciarealya.org domain was
supposed to be a natural choice for media interviews. Activists attempted to get a media
boost out of the attention raised by the commemorative one-year anniversary protests.
This media strategy, explicitly deﬁned as such, shows that when it comes to control of
the ‘tools of diﬀusion’ the activists were thinking carefully of the synergies between
diﬀerent types of media. In an instance of what Andrew Chadwick would deﬁne as the
‘hybrid media system’ (2013), the activists aimed to use digital media in order to boost
their proﬁle in traditional media creating positive feedback loops. The fact that the proAssociation group did not manage to get hold of all accounts and that many of the
Platform activists still had good connections with mainstream journalists ultimately led to
a rather mixed coverage of the newly established Association in the mainstream press.21
Manipulating online voting systems
The proponents of creating an Association DRY opposed strongly the public support by
the Platform DRY for the planned general strike on 29th of March, 2012. During the
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collective debate and subsequent voting on the issue, pro-Association members engaged
in voting fraud, after discovering a software exploit that permitted voting several times.
The reason why the fraud got noticed to begin with was that one of the ‘collaborators’
voted almost 200 times to oppose supporting the general strike.22
Such bad experiences with manipulating voting systems led the user Robespierre2014
two years later to suspect that the organizational draft Profundización Democrática
proposed by the activist Víctor García and his co-authors was ‘up-voted’ on Reddit by
bots. ‘It is well known – Robespierre2014 claimed – that there are groups and organizations that have hundreds of users created to manipulate the results of votes on Plaza
Podemos, but many of them attribute this only to Izquierda Anticapitalista [Anticapitalist
Left]. They are not the only ones. It is also being done by the maﬁa that created the
Association DRY and in which participate also Víctor García and Pablo Gallego’.23 What
this accusation makes clear is that even though the 2013 #InformeAdry blog posts focus
mainly on voting fraud by pro-Association activists, often leaning towards the right of the
political spectrum, such acts have also been attributed to the left anti-capitalist wing.
There are however important diﬀerences between the software RedDRY used by
activists of the Platform DRY and the software of the big platform Reddit. While the
former might have vulnerabilities that are easy to exploit, it is more diﬃcult to ‘trick’ the
latter. More importantly, the quality of the draft proposal and the time that went into it
become a strong argument against any suspicion of manipulating the system. As Víctor
García himself notes in the discussion:
‘With regard to the topic of bots. It is very idiotic to think that I am using bots when
I initiated the thread in the summer with a content that, I think, has a decent quality on
which I worked more than a whole month [. . .] It is very diﬃcult to hack Reddit and I also
don’t have the patience to do something like this, my posts have gone up because they have
quality . . . ’ 24

The fact that it is more diﬃcult to ‘hack’ Reddit than the RedDRY voting mechanisms
shows also that we cannot speak of ‘digital media’ as a uniﬁed concept but should make
distinction between diﬀerent types of platforms. Platforms can be based on proprietary
software or on free and open source software, they can be more secure or less secure,
centralized or decentralized, etc. Not all systems are equally easy to manipulate. At the
same time, the decision of Podemos to use the private platform Reddit for discussion
instead of a free or open source dedicated platform cedes power to Reddit and comes with
trade-oﬀs that should not be underestimated.

Discussion: on screenshot evidence, digital paranoia and moving on
Activists used digital media in a variety of ways in order to inﬂuence the development of
Platform DRY and to ridicule, contradict and spy on their opponents within the movement. The practices identiﬁed in the last section of the paper (such as trolling, creating
fake proﬁles, hijacking passwords and accounts, as well as manipulating voting systems)
are by no means exclusive – drawing on the aﬀordances of diﬀerent digital tools, activists
could potentially ﬁnd many other creative ways to target opponents and competitors
within the movement. Nor are these practices by any means ‘brought about’ or ‘caused’ in
a straight-forward way by the proliferation of digital technologies. Certainly, practices
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such as the creation of fake proﬁles would be much more diﬃcult in real life discussions
where the same person cannot impersonate many people at the same time. But ‘trolling’
has been experienced (albeit often in a more moderated fashion) also during face-to-face
assemblies (Rosenman, 2012). Similarly voting fraud and the hijacking of movement
media (from printing presses to media brands) have a long history before the advent of
digital media. Thus, the current paper does not make the claim that digital media have
brought about radically new ways of attacking competitors and opponents or breaking
social movement alliances. Yet it makes the much more modest claim that digital media
can be used for such purposes. These subversive digital media practices should be taken
into account by the all too optimistic voices that uncritically promoted the ‘myth of “us”’
(Couldry, 2014) according to which digital media allow protestors to come together in
radically new ways. Digital media can be used for bringing together a movement coalition
and they can be used for breaking it apart. Both are possible and both should be taken
into account.
At the same time, the very materials I have analysed for writing this paper invite
a serious consideration of deeper structural changes brought about by digital media. The
#InformeAdry blog relied heavily on screenshots from activist groups in order to make its
case. On a meta-level, the use of screenshots itself can be interpreted as a digital practice
to saw discord and manipulate. Thus, I focus not only on the content of the materials
I analyse but also on the subversive media practices involved in their production. What
are the broader implications of using screenshots for activists?25
To begin with, online conversations, even in secret groups and chats, can be ‘leaked’
easily and placed in another context. There are no longer discussions ‘only among us’.
There is always the risk that someone might repost a Facebook post, a Tweet or a whole
discussion in a diﬀerent context and provoke comments from an audience very diﬀerent
from the one originally intended. Thus, the separation of contexts characteristic of oﬄine
environments is replaced by a situation in which personal and public messages of
activists can be ‘detached’ from their contexts and can be posted, discussed and commented by completely diﬀerent recipients than originally intended. In fact, they might
even be analysed in academic papers like this one.
This is possible to a large extent thanks to the aﬀordances of speciﬁc platforms. The
#InformeAdry is based on screenshots from Facebook, where group discussions often
remain online for long and anyone with access to the group could see them. Activists’
agency also plays a role – even if certain groups are ‘closed’ on Facebook, someone with
access could make photos of the discussions and ‘leak’ them, thus ‘opening’ the group.
Within activist circles, it seems that there are still no clear ethical lines that demarcate
when it is acceptable to repost and when not. While groups develop complex ‘netiquette’
rules within conversations, there seem to be less rules about the fate of screenshots of
whole conversations or selected parts of them that might be taken out of context. The lack
of ethical guidelines around the use of screenshots, combined with their widespread use,
fuel paranoia and conspiracy that are inevitable part of any political project, but become
particularly exacerbated online. Past mistakes are always there to be seen. Downloadable,
reproducible and linkable, they acquire an ‘always-present’, ‘always-in-front-of-our-eyes’
status. These structural transformations of forgetting and remembering online can have
strong eﬀects on interpersonal relations and often play a role in the breaking of alliances.
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Nevertheless, transformations brought about by technological developments can be
countered by the purposeful choices of activists to ignore past mistakes and focus on
a common goal instead. Breaking coalitions is not necessarily the last step. Coalitions can
be re-made. A strong desire for reconciliation and forgiveness can be clearly seen in the
comment posted by the user aduralkain with regard to the accusations thrown by
Robespierre2014 at Víctor García:
‘Please, stop with these stupidities about bots, etc. I am not a bot, I don’t know anything
about Víctor Sánchez, but I have read the draft of Profundización Democrática and I liked it
a lot. Afterwards, I heard Víctor and Salva Mestre (another one who has participated in this
draft) talking with other people in Politiea and I was impressed by their calm wellargumented and constructive discourse [. . .] we should not fear an open debate, nor the
hypothetical bots. I am not worried. I believe in the people, I believe in Pablo Iglesias and the
rest of the promoting group, and I believe Podemos should be based on mutual conﬁdence,
and not on paranoia’.26

In fact, this last point raises an important question about the very possibility of functioning of any collective political project. While online anonymous proﬁles, links to past
mistakes and technological exploits proliferate, no stable political project can be built on
paranoia and conspiracy. Maintaining the friend-enemy political relation (Schmitt,
1927–2007]) within movements leads to their paralysis in the face of the past. On the
contrary, any attempt to move forward includes the necessity to forgive (Arendt, 1958).
Forgiveness (and to a certain extent ignoring) becomes crucial in a digital age in which
our friend-enemy relations are always there, in front of our eyes, easy to reproduce in
screenshots and links.
What is more, as activists and their views evolve, ‘screenshot evidence’ often reﬂects
a past reality, a reality that is no longer relevant or important. The friend-enemy relation,
while always present, is not static but evolves with time and each group redeﬁnes itself and
takes new ideas on board. While Víctor García was in favour of more vertical organizational
structures and supported the pro-Association group in 2012, in 2014 he collaborated in
creating a draft proposal for a strongly horizontal model of organization for Podemos.
Political realities change. And while the Platform DRY in 2012 was against any development of Indignados that is not horizontal, in 2014 at least some members of the Platform
DRY accepted the necessity of supporting Podemos to achieve political inﬂuence.
Forgiveness and the ability to begin anew involve remembering the past and yet
deciding wilfully not to care about it in the name of something diﬀerent. The fact that
the activist Víctor García uses his real name in the Reddit thread and recounts his activist
biography becomes the best proof against the anonymous doubts planted by
Robespierre2014. Honesty about the past and the very human act of forgiveness emerge
as important ways in which to counter technical attacks and digital paranoia.

Conclusion
The current paper contributes both to the ﬁeld of critical Internet research and to the
literature on social movements’ coalitions by analysing the subversive digital media
practices involved in ‘breaking’ alliances within the Indignados movement. I outline
several diﬀerent types of digital media uses that might foment or exacerbate pre-existing
ideological animosities: ‘trolling’ discussions in order to create a sense of impasse; creating
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fake proﬁles in order to promote particular opinions or inﬁltrate ‘enemy’ groups; registering
domains and hijacking social media accounts to achieve media inﬂuence; manipulating
online voting systems to inﬂuence voting results. In fact, the very use of ‘screenshots as
evidence’ in the materials I analyse can also be interpreted as a subversive digital media
practice that reveals important transformations of activist experience online. There is
a general transformation in which activists might lose control over their messages – for
example, whether they are recorded or lost, who has access to them, etc. This new
situation raises important ethical questions and puts activists in a situation in which all
their previous positions and mistakes could remain ‘always present’ and fuel digital
paranoia. Still, forgiveness allows activists to go beyond old friend-enemies relations
and reinvent themselves in new political alliances.
The paper opens new avenues for the research of social movement coalition
dynamics by focusing on inner struggles within a movement and the process of
coalition dissolution. While it explores more narrowly the role of digital media
practices in the process, digital media themselves are not considered as a ‘cause’ for
the process of dissolution but rather as instrumental in this process. Future studies
might explore what factors (beyond ideological diversity) might lead to the breaking up
of coalitions, in what particular moments of the protest cycle coalitions tend to
experience strain and to dissolve, and what determines whether a ‘break up’ is deﬁnitive or can be overcome in the name of ‘re-making’ coalitions. Furthermore, while this
paper has focused mainly on the uses of digital media in the breaking up of coalitions,
the interplay between diﬀerent types of communication (face-to-face, traditional
media, digital media) remains to be explored.
Fostering alliances between progressive movements has become more and more
important in the post-economic crisis political landscape (Zajak, 2017). Understanding
why and how movement coalitions break, and what is the role of media practices in this
process, can help us avoid such negative developments and make more informed and
thoughtful choices at the stage of forming coalitions.

Notes
1. The Indignados protests began on 15 May 2011.
2. All translations from Spanish are mine.
3. ‘Falangue se suma al 15 – M’. Libertad Digital. Retrieved from https://www.libertaddigital.
com/nacional/2011-05-20/falange-se-suma-al-15-m-1276424048/; ‘Sobre el 15-M y la actidud de los falangistas’. Clamar en el desierto. Retrieved from http://clamareneldesierto.
blogspot.com/2011/06/sobre-el-15-m-y-la-actitud-de-los.html.
4. ‘Los impulsores del 15-M se constituyen como asociación apartidista’. El Mundo. Retrieved
from https://www.elmundo.es/elmundo/2012/04/22/madrid/1335113686.html.
5. ‘Cúpula y conexiones ideológicas en la Asociación ‘Adry’. Retrieved from https://conspir
acionadry.wordpress.com/capitulo-4/#4_3.
6. ‘INFORME: La Asociación “Adry”, una conspiración para manipular el 15M’. Retrieved
from https://conspiracionadry.wordpress.com/.
7. ‘Democracia Real Ya, la organización que impulsó el 15-M, se parte en dos’. El País.
Retrieved from https://elpais.com/politica/2012/04/23/actualidad/1335212093_805436.
html; ‘Democracia Real Ya expulsa a 5 de sus miembros por crear otra asociación’, El
Mundo. Retrieved from https://www.elmundo.es/elmundo/2012/05/04/espana/1336135456.
html.
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8. See 4.
9. ‘Asociación Democracia Real Ya’. Retrieved from https://15mpedia.org/wiki/Asociaci%C3%
B3n_Democracia_Real_Ya.
10. ‘Traidores que van de demócratas: la historia de Victor García y Pablo Gallego’. Retrieved
from https://www.reddit.com/r/podemos/comments/2i3zki/traidores_que_van_de_dem%
C3%B3cratas_la_historia_de/.
11. ‘Víctor García (Podemos): “Planteo un debate a tres con Pablo Iglesias y Echenique”’. El
Diario. Retrieved from https://www.eldiario.es/politica/Victor-Garcia-Planteo-IglesiasEchenique_0_308319995.html.
12. ‘Creando una “guerra” en Democracia Real Ya!’ Retrieved from https://conspiracionadry.
wordpress.com/capitulo-1/#1_4/.
13. The German Pirate Party discusses ‘trolls’, ‘shit storms’, ways to address them and how they
aﬀect online democracy in several of its forum threads, for example: https://news.piraten
partei.de/showthread.php?tid=211128; https://news.piratenpartei.de/showthread.php?tid=
286366.
14. ‘Estrategia de Bloqueo Adry: Asociación vertical vs Asamblea horizontal’, Retrieved from
https://conspiracionadry.wordpress.com/capitulo-1/#1_5.
15. Ibid.
16. Ibid.
17. Ibid.
18. ‘Ataque a las herramientas de difusión’. Retrieved from https://conspiracionadry.wordpress.
com/capitulo-3/#3_2.
19. ‘Ataque a las herramientas de difusión’. Retrieved from https://conspiracionadry.wordpress.
com/capitulo-3/#3_3.
20. Ibid.
21. See 3.
22. ‘Estrategia de Bloqueo Adry: Asociación vertical vs Asamblea horizontal’. Retrieved from
https://conspiracionadry.wordpress.com/capitulo-1/.
23. ‘Traidores que van de demócratas: la historia de Victor García y Pablo Gallego’. Retrieved
from https://www.reddit.com/r/podemos/comments/2i3zki/traidores_que_van_de_dem%
C3%B3cratas_la_historia_de/.
24. Ibid.
25. Another important question that deserves an article on its own is: how should researchers
approach ‘screenshot evidence’? Is the use of already publicly available information problematic if this information is extracted by activists from a secret group? There are still no clear
guidelines for such situations.
26. ‘Traidores que van de demócratas: la historia de Victor García y Pablo Gallego’. Retrieved
from https://www.reddit.com/r/podemos/comments/2i3zki/traidores_que_van_de_dem%
C3%B3cratas_la_historia_de/.
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